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The age hygiene and health 
  

Hygienic action forecasts which was performed for virtue of 
competition of natural deeds of  different parts and systems of 
body and recovery their relation which internal agent at the man 
period of life.Hygeinic rules and regulation codify in order to 
protection of man's health ; and refusal of this rules  affect well-
being and lead to the appearance of different diseases.  

 
Apart from prevention aspects, following hygienic rules, itself 
consider as remedial ways, because, it was not provided just 
medical prescription. lack of attention to hygienic instruction affect 
to perfect health of men development of economic and social 
reforms and provision of public health in the world cease that 
increasing index of life expectancy at the most part of the universe 
and increase human life average which it natural result is the 
growth of the aged. so provision of the aged life's welfare and 
comfort and probing hygienic and medical problem at this age is 
not apart from economic ,social and environmental condition 
anyway. With attention to growth of the aged at societies, 
controlling of their hygienic problems meet special different, 
because the aged men are weak and sick and more than the 
other grouping age is exposed to some of ills and injuries. So 
naturally need more hygienic cares. in our country in spite of 
important development which has arisen a the recent years has 
not enough attention to the aged health problem, so that we have 
not particular institution or organization that could design general 
rules to supporting them or performing suitable deeds. So country 
remedial –hygienic system and officials need to make plans at this 
field and must create appropriate and spread organizing for 
supporting this class. There is a reciprocal link between old age 
and some of disease .Disease lead to growth of old age and is 
accompanying with discomforts which some kind of this consider 
as a retro gradation  

 

 

 


